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AUDITION SIDE 3- NETTY 

BLUES AND JABBERS 

(Singing while Dollars dancing)  

Netty...Netty...gimme de thing that yuh have in yuh 

belly... 

(repeat) 

NETTY 

Oh gosh Jabbers not today...ah tell yuh dis one only 

vomiting whole day, I feel dem caretaker give she 

chicken to eat...and dis nex lil one nearly run across 

de road by de school and get knock down... 

BLUES 

(In Disbelief)  

Really...you don’t say... 

NETTY 

Or ah feel is dem bedbug infected with chicken-gun-ya, 

ah tell yuh meh baby get good bite up till late last 

night...look how she feverish and she not eating... 

JABBERS 

Funny enough dem bedbugs never bother me... 

BLUES 

Because you so ugly that’s why  

(they all laugh) 

DOLLARS 

(Smiling) 

Dolllllaaaarrrrrr! 

JABBERS 

Sometimes I does wonder if we is like bedbug...looking 

for bite on some fat arse...  

(grabs Netty posterior) 
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NETTY 

Well I just feel life is ah business ah people taking 

ting from people, and giving ting tuh people...but I 

is no bedbug... 

BLUES 

Well hear thing there...  

(mocking)  

and where your children gone eh! ...who take them eh? 

NETTY 

What? What...what yuh saying  

(panics)  

...no-no-nooo  

(goes out of control)  

whey meh chirren... who take dem?. 

JABBERS 

Boy you’s one dotish mudder arse...how yuh so blasted 

nemakaram! 

(goes to comfort and hug Netty)  

is alright Netty look Aaron right dey, see Playing 

with Dollars 

(Dollars pretends to play with the unseen 

child)  

and look Nia right here, I was holding she all de 

time...see...look and de fever eh so bad now, de lil 

night air do she good.. 

BLUES 

(Stupes)  

Yeah I is the dotish mudder arse, ...but all of all 

you is damn vagrant! 
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NETTY 

But I’s not ah vagrant, dem two chirren is my life, 

we just lil homeless, a vagrant is ah dutty person 

and I does bathe me and de chirren by city gate 

washroom everyday...not cause I homeless mean I’s a 

vagrant 

BLUES 

Well I is not a Vagrant  

(sarcastically)  

I is apparently a beggar... 

 


